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 The Inheritance of Coat
Color in the Lhasa Apso

by J.E. James
________________________________________

 

 
 
At home in the high country of Tibet, this little "lion dog" exhibits a wide range of color. Due to the length of hair,
and the allowance of almost all colors, the inheritance is very complex. 

Black-Brown (or liver). This basic color is told by the color of nose, eye rims, lips, and foot pads. Sometimes color
cells are damaged in the nose and correct color must be determined by nose edges, kips etc. Both Black and liver
occur in the Lhasa. If the recessive liver gene is present, all black on the dog is changed to liver, making liver
sables, liver particolors, liver nosed creams and reds etc.. The liver gene lightens the eye color somewhat.

Dilute. This is a strong recessive gene. It is the only gene that can change the basic nose, eye rim, lip, and pad
color above. If this gene is present in the double recessive it will color a black nose, eye rims etc., slate or charcoal
colored, and will color a liver nose flesh or light brown. A dark eye cannot be present with this gene - it lightens the
eyes to shades of hazel or amber. All black on the dog is changed to slate or blue and all other colors changed or
diluted. Slate and Smoke are listed in the standard of the Lhasa but it is unknown if this gene is responsible since a
light eye color is selected against. 

Black - two types of black occur in the Lhasa. Both types are common. The first type is the recessive black of the
sable series. It can occur alone or is usually paired with tan-points (tan marking in the following places: sides of
muzzle, above eyebrows, butterfly on chest, all four feet, around anus, and under tail.) Black mask and tipping also
white spotting will obscure the tan points when they occur in that location. This type of black is recessive to the
sable yellow-reds. The other type of black is a dominant black. This black is dominant over all Lhasa colors. It is a
solid black without tan shadings, it can carry all other Lhasa colors as recessives. Both "Blacks" listed above will be
liver if the liver nose gene is present instead of the black nose gene. The recessive black will be liver and tan and
the dominant black will be solid liver.

Yellows and Reds - two types of these occur in the Lhasa. The most common type is the shimmering sable type.
This type of yellow-red is dominant to the black and tans but recessive to the solid yellows and dominant blacks.
Sable yellow allows the full expression of all the pattern genes: black masks, black tipping, brindle, saddle, etc..
The hairs in a sable dog are shaded on the shaft. Sometimes it takes several coat changes to determine the true
final coloration of a sable. If brindle is not present the "grizzles" listed in the breed could be a heavily shaded sable.
Since the black mask and tippings show to their full extent on a sable, this is the most desirable color in the breed.
The other yellow is a strong solid yellow from the dominant black series. This coloration is more even colored. The
puppies are usually born pretty much with their finished coloration. The black masks and tippings are partially
obscured with this gene. If a dog with sable yellow coloration is bred to a sold yellow type, pure black (or liver)
could result. Two genes working together pale and lighten both types of yellow giving the ranges of color in both
from deepest mahogany to a light cream even white cream. These genes also affect liver coloration. If the liver
nose gene is present, the yellow-red dogs above will have liver noses, eye rims, lips and pads and lighter eyes.
They will also have dark liver masks and tippings instead of black. In the lightening and paling genes. the lighter
colors are more recessive.

Black Mask and tippings. This is a dominant gene but is factored giving all degrees of masking and shading from a
bit at the end of the nose to involving the whole head. This gene is much desired and good dominants are hard to
keep. This gene must have a sable type of yellow or red upon which to work. 

Brindle - brindle is a dominant gene but must have sable yellow upon which to act. It is unknown whether Lhasas
carry this gene. (DR note, yes Lhasa Apsos have a brindle gene.) It colors the basic yellow-red base color with
factored stripes. These factors range from the lightest brindling to heavy almost solid black overlay. If the liver
nose gene is present, the brindling will be liver instead of black.

Agouti - agouti is another gene in the sable series. It is recessive to the sable yellows but dominant to the black
and tans. It is a salt and pepper or grizzle type of grey. The colors of grey will appear banded. This could be the
slate, smoke and grizzle colors. If the liver gene is present - the dogs will be a fawn liver grizzle instead of grey.
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White Spotting -- all white trim on the dog is recessive. At least three maybe more genes are involved in the most
complex of inheritances. All the genes are factored and all show incomplete dominance.
Self factors - color the dog with bits of white increasing in size from a few hairs on chest - to tipping toes and under
necks then on to boots, tail tips, and head stars. A recessive amount of white affects the dominant gene therefore,
unmarked parents can produce marked offspring and heavily marked parents can produce unmarked puppies. 
Irish Spotting - this gene works with the above gene producing all ranges of white spotting. The classic form of this
gene is the Sheltie or Boston Terrier pattern of boots, collar, white boots, tummy, tail tip, head trim. This is an
orderly gene and the white produced is symmetrical.
Piebald and Extreme Piebald - this gene breaks up the body into spots. It produces the classic particolors and in the
presence of a solid gene above is completely recessive. It can break the body up into uneven spots producing some
of the 1/2 heads, etc. The extreme white piebald ranges from just a bit of color left on the head or an ear to
completely white. Usually the doubling up of a piebald gene (particolor) in a dog produces a dog that is white or
almost white.
Recessive White - it is unknown if this white occurs in the Lhasa. This gene is completely recessive and does not
produce particolors. Solid colored parents can produce white puppies when this gene is carried. White bred to white
with this white produces nothing but white. There is no color anywhere on these dogs.

All three types of white on the Lhasa are completely normal. 1. the white produced by the color and paling genes
whitening a yellow or red to cream or white, 2. the white produced by doubling up the piebald spotting genes, 3.
the white produced by the recessive white genes. All Lhasa white is recessive. 

The dominant defective white found associated with the Merling gene that causes blindness, deafness and sterility
is unknown in the breed.

The greying gene, ticking, roaning, saddles are unknown in the breed. 
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